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Mrcc is a package of ab initio and density functional quantum chemistry programs
for accurate electronic structure calculations. The suite has efficient implementations
of both low- and high-level correlation methods, such as second-order Møller–Plesset
(MP2), random-phase approximation (RPA), second-order algebraic-diagrammatic
construction [ADC(2)], coupled-cluster (CC), configuration interaction (CI), and re-
lated techniques. It has a state-of-the-art CC singles and doubles with perturbative
triples [CCSD(T)] code, and its specialties, the arbitrary-order iterative and per-
turbative CC methods developed by automated programming tools enable achieving
convergence with regard to the level of correlation. The package also offers a collection
of multi-reference CC and CI approaches. Efficient implementations of density func-
tional theory (DFT) and more advanced combined DFT-wave function approaches
are also available. Its other special features, the highly-competitive linear-scaling
local correlation schemes, allow for MP2, RPA, ADC(2), CCSD(T), and higher-order
CC calculations for extended systems. Local correlation calculations can be con-
siderably accelerated by multi-level approximations and DFT-embedding techniques,
and an interface to molecular dynamics software is provided for quantum mechan-
ics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations. All components of Mrcc support
shared-memory parallelism, and multi-node parallelization is also available for various
methods. For academic purposes, the package is available free of charge.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mrcc is a versatile suite of quantum chemistry programs focusing on ab initio electron
correlation and density functional methods. The package also serves as a platform of method
development aiming at extending the reach of highly reliable methods for the accurate and
efficient simulation of molecular systems. The development of the Mrcc program system
was started at the Eo¨tvo¨s University, Budapest, in 2000. Between 2002 and 2004 the program
development was continued at the University of Mainz, Germany. From late 2004, the
program has been developed at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics. The
program has been officially distributed since 2005 and currently has more than 500 registered
users.
The original focus of the development was on the automated implementation of high-order
coupled-cluster (CC) and configuration interaction (CI) methods. The special techniques
based on the strings of spin-orbital indices facilitated the programming of arbitrary single-
reference CC methods, such as CCSD, CCSDT, CCSDTQ, CCSDTQP and so on1 (see
Tables I and IV for the meaning of acronyms). Utilizing the efficient high-order CC im-
plementations, it became feasible to get reliable estimates for the correlation contributions
beyond CCSD(T) for smaller molecules. Several high-accuracy computational protocols were
designed based on this code, which were capable of approaching experimental accuracy for
thermochemical quantities or even providing more accurate results than the corresponding
experiments (for representative examples see Refs. 2–6). Subsequently, hierarchies of per-
turbative high-order CC models, for instance, CCSDT(Q), were developed7,8, using which
the post-CCSD(T) correlation contributions could be computed more economically. This
allowed not only for the development of more advanced thermochemistry protocols (see, e.g.,
Refs. 9–12) but also for high-accuracy calculations for relatively large systems, such as the
benzene molecule13. While the original program used the standard nonrelativistic Hamilto-
nian, later it was also combined with various relativistic approaches thereby extending the
scope of high-order CC methods to smaller molecules composed of heavy elements14.
The automated programming tools also enabled the rapid implementation and testing of
sophisticated active-space and multi-reference CC (MRCC) approaches. First, the infras-
tructure for the separate treatment of active and inactive orbital spaces was established, and
a general active-space CC algorithm was developed15. Later, a real state-selective MRCC
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ansatz was coded16, and its improved variants were also proposed and tested17,18. We note
that the name of the program suite also stems from the MRCC acronym. The first users of
the code dubbed it Mrcc, and this name stuck to the program, even if its feature list has
been considerably extended since then.
Besides energy calculations, significant effort was devoted to the implementation of
properties for general CC methods. Analytic gradient19, Hessian20, and third deriva-
tive algorithms21 were developed for arbitrary CC approaches. Based on these analytic
derivatives, numerous properties were made available, such as dipole and higher moments,
geometry19, vibrational frequencies, NMR chemical shifts20, magnetizabilities22, static and
frequency-dependent polarizabilities23, electronic g-tensors24, diagonal Born–Oppenheimer
corrections (DBOCs)25, hyperpolarizabilities21, and Raman intensities26. For the accurate
calculations of excitation energies and excited-state first-order and transition properties a
linear response code was also written27.
Originally, Mrcc was not a standalone program. It was interfaced to other quantum
chemistry codes for transformed molecular orbital (MO) integrals, only the correlation cal-
culations were performed by it, and MO density matrices were returned in the case of prop-
erty calculations. However, our later research projects entailed the development of Mrcc to
a versatile standalone suite. A new generation of programs was added including four- and
three-center atomic orbital (AO) electron repulsion integral (ERI) codes28–30. Hartree–Fock
(HF), Kohn–Sham (KS), and multiconfigurational (MC) self-consistent field (SCF) programs
were written28. Numerous density functional theory (DFT) functionals were added31,32. Ef-
ficient algorithms for standard quantum chemical approaches were implemented including,
for example, the MP233, dRPA, SOSEX31, CIS34, CIS(D)35, TDDFT34, CC236, ADC(2)35,
and CCSD(T)37,38 theories. The infrastructure for geometry optimizations, vibrational fre-
quencies, and other properties was built up, and several wave function analysis tools were
added.
In the past decade, the direction of the program development was mainly determined
by our interest in the acceleration of accurate quantum chemical calculations. Efficient
cost-reduction techniques were elaborated for general CC39, CC236, and ADC(2)35 meth-
ods relying on active-space and orbital transformation techniques. A new approach pro-
posed for the cost reduction of density fitting (DF) methods was also implemented33. For
large molecules, a new class of local correlation methods was developed including the local
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MP240, the local dRPA31, and the local natural orbital (LNO) CCSD(T) and higher-order
CC approaches28,37,41–43. These local correlation methods turned out to be highly competi-
tive with similar models advocated by other groups43,44 and enable correlated calculations
for thousands of atoms31,40,42,43. These advancements also necessitated the improvement
of our HF code, which had become the bottleneck in the local correlation calculations.
Considerable effort was invested in speeding up the SCF calculations and handling the lin-
ear dependencies of the basis sets, and low-order-scaling exchange builder algorithms were
coded40,43. Concerning excited states, cubic-scaling CIS and TDDFT methods were devel-
oped utilizing local fitting domains34, while, for correlated excited-states methods, such as
ADC(2), a sublinear scaling local correlation approach was added45.
Parallel to the above efforts we also concentrated on the improvement of DFT methods.
Besides the design of new “pure” functionals32, the main focus was on combined DFT-
wave function models46–52. Several new types of double hybrid (DH) functionals based on
dRPA and SOSEX were developed46,47,49,50 and implemented in Mrcc together with the
MP2-based DHs put forward by other groups. For excited states, our new TDDFT-ADC(2)
composite approach48 is available in addition to the CIS(D)-based excited-state DHs. Several
multiscale techniques are also provided, such as our DFT embedding approach proposed
recently51,52, or the well-established ONIOM (our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital
and molecular mechanics) model. For very large systems, the computations can be further
accelerated by the standard quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) technique
via an interface to molecular dynamics (MD) software53.
In this publication, we review the various features of the Mrcc package, make recommen-
dations concerning the usage of the methods, and provide brief benchmark data. Finally,
the future directions of the code development are outlined.
II. FEATURES, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND BENCHMARKS
Here, we discuss the capabilities of Mrcc grouped according to the various types of
methods. For convenience, the list of the currently available methods is also presented in
Tables I, IV, and V, while representative benchmark results are compiled in Tables II and III.
The geometries for the test systems employed in the benchmark calculations can be found
in our previous publications2,31,40,42. The core electrons were kept frozen in all correlation
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and excited-state calculations. If not noted otherwise, the reported timings are wall-clock
times measured on a machine with 128 GB of main memory and a 6-core 3.5 GHz Intel
Xeon E5-1650 processor.
A. Hartree–Fock and multiconfigurational SCF
Mrcc provides RHF, UHF, and ROHF programs. All of these can use both the con-
ventional four-center ERIs-based algorithms and the DF technique. In any case, the SCF
calculation can be run in disk-based mode, when the precomputed ERIs are stored on disk
and retrieved in each iteration step, or in direct mode, when the ERIs are computed on the
fly. Unless the disk input/output (I/O) is very efficient, the direct algorithms are usually
faster as the integrals are computed in parallel on several CPU cores. The use of four-center
integrals is recommended only when highly accurate calculations, such as high-order CC
calculations are carried out. Otherwise, especially for bigger molecules, the much faster
DF-HF algorithms should be used. For large systems, all types of DF-HF calculations can
be further sped up by local DF approaches (see Sect. II E). The SCF code is equipped
with the standard convergence acceleration techniques, such as the direct inversion in the
iterative subspace (DIIS), damping of density matrices, and level shifting. The iterations
can be started from various initial guesses or restarted from smaller basis set calculations.
Analytic gradients are available for RHF and UHF for both the conventional and the DF
approaches.
To illustrate the efficiency of our SCF code, we performed benchmark calculations for a
DNA fragment of two adenine-thymine base pairs (DNA2 for short) of 128 atoms (see Table
II). The DF-HF calculations required 11.6, 48.7, 47.7, and 179.6 minutes per iteration step
with the cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets (see Sect. II K for the
definition of basis sets). 12 (14) SCF cycles were required to reach convergence with the
cc-pVXZ (aug-cc-pVDZ) basis sets starting the iteration from the superposition of atomic
densities initial guess. The calculation of analytic gradients takes 13.9, 55.2, 57.4, and 339.2
minutes with the above basis sets, respectively.
For more complicated cases quadratic SCF algorithms are implemented. These are
based on the Newton method or its trust region extensions utilizing augmented Hessian
approaches54, which can also be combined with line search. The quadratic SCF algorithms
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TABLE I: Methods implemented in Mrcc for ground states.
Method References Grad.c
Abbreviation Full name/description Meth.a Imp.b
RHF restricted Hartree–Fock 55 28 +
UHF unrestricted Hartree–Fock 55 28 +
ROHF restricted open-shell Hartree–Fock 56 28 −
MCSCF multiconfigurational self-consistent field 54 57 −
RKS restricted Kohn–Sham 58 31 +
UKS unrestricted Kohn–Sham 58 31 +
ROKS restricted open-shell Kohn–Sham 58,59 31 −
DH-DFT double hybrid DFT 60 46,47 +
MP2 second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory 61 33 +
SCS-MP2 spin-component scaled MP2 62 33 −
SOS-MP2 scaled opposite-spin MP2 63 33 −
dRPA direct random-phase approximation 64 31,33 −
SOSEX second-order screened exchange 65 31 −
rPT2 renormalized second-order perturbation theory 66 49 −
RPA random-phase approximation 67 31 −
RPAX2 approximate RPA with exchange 68 46 −
CC2 second-order CC singles and doubles 69 36 −
SCS-CC2 spin-component scaled CC2 70 36,48 −
SOS-CC2 scaled opposite-spin CC2 71 36,48 −
CCSD CC singles and doubles 72,73 28,38 +
CCSDT CC singles, doubles, and triples 74 1 +
CCSDTQ CC singles, doubles, triples, and quadruples 75 1 +
CCSDTQP CC singles, doubles, triples, quadruples, and pentuples 1 1 +
CC(n) CC method including up to n-tuple excitations 1 1 +
CCSD(T) CC singles and doubles with perturbative triples 76 28,38 −
CCSDT(Q) CCSDT with perturbative quadruples 8,77 7,8 −
CCSDTQ(P) CCSDTQ with perturbative pentuples 7,8 7,8 −
CC(n− 1)(n) CC(n− 1) method with perturbative n-tuple excitations 7,8 7 −
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CCSD[T] CCSD with perturbative triples, “bracket T” 78 7,8 −
CCSDT[Q] CCSDT with perturbative quadruples, “bracket Q” 79 7,8 −
CC(n− 1)[n] generalization of CCSD[T] to n-tuple excitations 7,8 7,8 −
CCSD(T)Λ CCSD with perturbative asymmetric (T) correction 80,81 7 −
CCSDT(Q)Λ CCSDT with perturbative asymmetric (Q) correction 7 7 −
CC(n− 1)(n)Λ generalization of CCSD(T)Λ to n-tuple excitations 7 7 −
CCSDT-1a CCSD with iterative approximate triples, ansatz 1a 78,82 7 −
CCSDTQ-1a CCSDT with iterative approximate quadruples, ansatz 1a 79 7 −
CC(n)-1a generalization of CCSDT-1a to n-tuple excitations 7 7 −
CCSDT-1b CCSD with iterative approximate triples, ansatz 1b 78 7 −
CCSDTQ-1b CCSDT with iterative approximate quadruples, ansatz 1b 7 7 −
CC(n)-1b generalization of CCSDT-1b to n-tuple excitations 7 7 −
CC3 CCSD with iterative approximate triples, CC3 ansatz 83 7 −
CC4 CCSDT with iterative approximate quadruples, CC3 ansatz 7 7 −
CCn generalization of CC3 to n-tuple excitations 7 7 −
CCSDT-3 CCSD with iterative approximate triples, ansatz 3 78 7 −
CCSDTQ-3 CCSDT with iterative approximate quadruples, ansatz 3 7 7 −
CC(n)-3 generalization of CCSDT-3 to n-tuple excitations 7 7 −
CISD CI singles and doubles 55 1 +
CISDT CI singles, doubles, and triples 55 1 +
CISDTQ CI singles, doubles, triples, and quadruples 55 1 +
CI(n) CI method including up to n-tuple excitations 55 1 +
FCI full CI 55 1 +
MRCCSD multireference CC singles and doubles 84,85 15 +
MRCC(n) multireference CC including up to n-tuple excitations 15,85 15 +
MRCISD multireference CI singles and doubles 86 15 +
MRCI(n) multireference CI including up to n-tuple excitations 15,86 15 +
aReferences describing the methodological developments bReferences describing the
implementation in Mrcc cAvailability of analytic gradients
are robust but rather expensive, roughly an order of magnitude more costly than standard
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SCF with DIIS as the Newton equations are solved in each iteration step with the full
Hessian. A less expensive quasi-Newton scheme based on the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–
Shanno (BFGS) update is also provided, but it is less robust. Relying on the quadratic SCF
infrastructure and our string-based FCI code1, an MCSCF program was also developed.
Currently it supports only complete active spaces.
TABLE II. Representative timings (wall-clock times in minutes) using SCF and low-order corre-
lation methods for the DNA2 molecule with the cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ
basis sets including 1332, 2224, 3016, and 5748 basis functions, respectively. For (NAF-)dRPA and
MP2, the computation times required for the SCF iteration, and for the calculation and transfor-
mation of the integrals are also included.
Method Basis set
cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ
DF-HF 139 682 572 2155
PBE0 142 690 612 2174
dRPA 359 1207 3220 13594
DF-MP2 173 867 913 4622
Dual-basis DF-HF - 188 174 674
Local DF-HF, algorithm 1 20 310 91 426
Local DF-HF, algorithm 2 13 277 61 293
NAF-dRPA 54 416 1416 6837
B. Density functional theory
Mrcc provides a wide range of density functional approximations including both KS
and post-KS approaches. KS calculations can be carried out in the RKS, UKS, and ROKS
approximations in both disk-based and integral-direct mode, utilizing either conventional
or DF algorithms. As DF SCF is anyway more efficient than the conventional one, and
the DF-KS approach, if a pure, i.e., non-hybrid functional is used, is cubically scaling, DF
is default for KS calculations. Concerning density functionals, local density approximation
(LDA), generalized gradient approximation (GGA), meta-GGA (depending on either kinetic-
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energy density or the Laplacian of the density), hybrid, range-separated hybrid (RSH), and
van der Waals (vdW) functionals are available. Mrcc has about two dozens of built-in
functionals87,88 including the most popular ones. In addition, an interface was developed to
the Libxc library of density functionals89,90, which enables the use of several hundreds of
functionals. Empirical dispersion corrections can be calculated using the DFT-D3 approach
of Grimme and co-workers91,92. KS calculations can also make use of the quadratic SCF
algorithms mentioned in Sect. II A and, for hybrid functionals, can be accelerated by local
DF approaches (see Sect. II E). Analytic gradients are implemented for RKS and UKS with
LDA, GGA, meta-GGA (depending only on kinetic-energy density), and vdW functionals,
and with empirical dispersion corrections.
The program is also furnished with efficient implementations of DH functionals and post-
KS approaches. Several frequently-used MP2-based DHs are provided, together with an-
alytic gradients, currently only for closed shell systems. Post-KS methods include dRPA
and its improved variants, such as SOSEX, RPA with exchange, and rPT2 (see Table I). A
special feature of Mrcc is the availability of DH approaches utilizing correlation methods
other than MP2. Our dRPA-based dRPA75 approach46 as well as its spin-component scaled
(SCS)47 and range-separated50 variants scale as the fourth power of the system size but out-
perform the genuine MP2-based DHs in most cases and can successfully cope with long-term
correlation effects without empirical corrections93. Further DFT-wave function blends based
on SOSEX49 and ADC(2)48 are also available (see also Sect. II D for the latter), and a flex-
ible framework is also provided to facilitate the design of new composite DFT approaches.
The implementations of all DH and post-KS methods rely on the DF approximation, and
the computation times of the corresponding calculations can be significantly reduced by the
natural auxiliary function (NAF) technique33 (see Sect. II E), and, for ground states, even
linear scaling with the system size can be achieved with local correlation approaches (see
Sect. II G).
For the DNA2 system, an iteration step of a KS calculation with the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof (PBE) hybrid functional (PBE0)94,95 requires 11.9, 49.3, 51.0, and 181.2 minutes
with the cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets, respectively (see Table
II). This means that, as expected, a KS calculation is only slightly more expensive than the
corresponding HF SCF run (cf. HF results in Sect. II A). The situation for DFT analytic
gradients is also similar. KS calculations with pure functionals are also relatively efficient,
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but the computation of the Coulomb term is not yet fully optimized in Mrcc. The efficiency
of MP2-based DH calculations is also determined by that of the corresponding MP2 compu-
tations, see Sect. II C for the relevant benchmark results. To demonstrate the performance
of our implementations of dRPA and dRPA-based composite schemes, we carried out dRPA
calculations for the above test cases with PBE orbitals. The relevant timings including the
KS SCF run and the determination of the exact exchange energy are presented in Table II.
A dRPA-based DH is about as costly as the corresponding dRPA method, while a SOSEX
calculation is roughly as expensive as the underlying dRPA and an MP2 calculation (see
Sect. II C for the relevant MP2 timings).
C. Ab initio correlation methods
A wide variety of ab initio correlation methods are offered by Mrcc. For a detailed list
of correlation models available for ground states see Table I. The second-order approaches
include MP2 and CC2 and their SCS and scaled opposite-spin (SOS) variants33,36. The
implementation of both relies on the DF technique, and the SOS versions also utilize Laplace
transform for the energy denominators, which reduces their scaling to N4, where N is a
measure of the system size. While MP2 is a ground-state theory, CC2 can be used for both
ground and excited states. However, CC2 does not offer any advantage for ground states
over MP2 or other second-order methods, thus, it is only recommended for excited states
(see Sect. II D for further details). The MP2 code is efficient and can use RHF and UHF
orbitals, and the calculation of analytic gradients is also possible with RHF orbitals.
The highly-optimized, hand-coded CCSD(T) program of Mrcc is one of the most efficient
CCSD(T) codes at the moment, if not the most efficient one28,37,38. It can utilize both
conventional four-center ERIs and the DF technique. In the latter case, not only the four-
index integral transformation is avoided, but the four-center integrals are assembled on
the fly, and the calculations are almost completely free of disk I/O. Both multi-threaded
and multi-node parallelism are supported, and the parallelization efficiency is excellent (see
Sect. II L for the parallelization). Unless there are overriding reasons, e.g., high-accuracy is
required, the usage of the DF-CCSD(T) scheme is advocated.
One of the specialties of Mrcc is the open-ended CC code which enables the treatment
of arbitrary excitations in the CC calculations. In contrast to the correlation methods
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listed so far, which were coded “by hand”, the open-ended CC algorithms were developed
by automated techniques built on strings1. Not only iterative CC methods including up
to n-tuple excitations, that is, CCSD, CCSDT, CCSDTQ, CCSDTQP, . . . , are available1,
but hierarchies of efficient perturbative approximations thereof, for instance, CCSD(T),
CCSDT(Q), CCSDTQ(P), . . . , are also provided7,8 (see Table I for a complete list). These
hierarchies facilitate the approximation of the FCI correlation energy with arbitrary accuracy
and are extensively employed in high-accuracy calculations. A useful rule of thumb is that
the highest excitations should be treated with a non-iterative perturbative model. For
example, the best practice to evaluate the contribution of quadruple excitations is to run
CCSDT(Q) instead of full CCSDTQ, whereas, for pentuples, the CCSDTQ(P)Λ method
is the best choice7. Please also notice that the ROHF reference function requires special
treatment with perturbative CC approaches8. Concerning the basis set requirement of these
approaches, experience shows that the basis set convergence of these higher-order methods
is about as slow as that for CCSD(T)10. Nevertheless, a reasonable estimate for the higher-
order contributions can be gained with double- and triple-ζ basis sets. For further details
on how to use these methods in high-accuracy calculations, the interested reader is referred
to the literature describing the corresponding model chemistries (see, e.g., Refs. 2–6,96).
We note in passing that, as a spin-off of higher-order CC methods, arbitrary CI approaches
including full CI are implemented as well. We also mention that the high-order CC and CI
approaches are, in principle, also available with DF, but it does practically not influence the
speed of the corresponding calculations. Hence, the use of conventional four-center ERIs is
suggested for such methods.
Exploiting the automated tools developed for higher excitations, a general state-selective
MRCC method was also implemented15 utilizing the ansatz originally proposed in Refs. 84
and 85. The approach, which is an active-space single-reference model rather than a true
MRCC method, uses a limited set of higher excitations selected by restricting particular
indices mimicking the excitation manifold covered in a MRCI calculation. As the energy is
not invariant to the choice of the reference determinant, the method is only recommended
when a dominant determinant can be identified in the wave function. Another limitation of
the ansatz is its relatively high computation time due to the large number of terms in the
working equations. Consequently, it is only applicable to benchmark calculations for small
molecules. Similar to the single-reference methods, MRCI calculations are also possible as a
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byproduct. Note that this is an uncontracted, i.e., not internally contracted, MRCI. Since
our algorithm is a determinant-based one with limited spin adaptation1,15, it is relatively
inefficient in comparison to fully spin-adapted MRCI implementations.
For all single- and multireference CC and CI methods, any kind of orbitals, that is, RHF,
UHF, ROHF, RKS, UKS, ROKS, and MCSCF, can be used. Nonetheless, the usage of
HF and MCSCF orbitals is recommended for the single- and multireference approaches, re-
spectively. Analytic gradients are implemented for arbitrary non-perturbative single- and
multireference CC and CI methods with RHF, UHF, and ROHF orbitals. Analytic gradient
calculations with MCSCF orbitals are possible via the interface to the Columbus package.
Analytic Hessians (linear response functions) can be computed for the aforementioned cate-
gories of methods using the Cfour interface. Analytic third derivatives (quadratic response
functions) are available for arbitrary non-perturbative CC models with the latter interface
(see Sect. II M for the details about the interfaces). Higher-order CC and CI, MRCC, and
MRCI energy and derivative calculations are also parallelized utilizing both multi-threaded
and multi-node techniques.
The performance of our MP2 code is again illustrated for DNA2, and the correspond-
ing timings can be found in Table II. The efficiency of the DF-CCSD(T) implementation
is demonstrated for the glycine molecule. With the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ, and cc-
pV5Z basis set of 95, 220, 425, and 730 basis functions the CCSD(T) runs took 0.2, 4.7, 83.3,
and 954.6 minutes, respectively, including the integral transformations. Further extensive
benchmarks can be found in Ref. 38. To gain some insight into the computational require-
ments for higher-order CC methods, we carried out calculations for water. As it is evident
from Table III, the perturbative models are efficient approximations to the parent iterative
methods. The evaluation of analytic gradients for the iterative approaches is roughly twice
as costly as the calculation of energies. For the parallelization efficiency of CC methods see
Sect. II L.
D. Electronically excited states
Except for the perturbative CC methods, the excited-state analogue of practically all
approaches available for ground states can be found in Mrcc. For a detailed list of excited-
state methods see Table IV.
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TABLE III. Representative timings (wall-clock times in minutes) using high-order CC methods
for the water molecule with the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets including 24, 58, and
115 basis functions, respectively. The timings for the LR methods include the solution of the
ground-state CC equations and the LR-CC equations for one singlet excited state.
Method Basis set
cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ
CCSDT 0.1 1.2 12.1
CCSDT(Q) 0.1 2.7 62.7
CCSDTQ 0.5 31.0 843.6
CCSDTQ(P)Λ 2.5 204.0 -
CCSDTQP 3.0 751.0 -
CCSDTQ, MP2 NOs 0.1 0.8 1.5
LR-CCSDT 0.1 2.3 29.8
LR-CCSDTQ 1.6 92.6 2632.7
The low-order wave function methods, such as CIS and MCSCF are normally not used
alone for excited-state calculations but are utilized in more advanced correlated methods
for generating the initial guess or the MOs. Instead, the reasonably accurate TDDFT
approaches are recommended. The latter are implemented in the well established adiabatic
approximation97 and currently available for LDA and GGA functionals and their hybrids and
RSHs. The TDDFT equations can also be solved with the Tamm–Dancoff approximation,
which roughly halves the computation time at the expense of moderate loss of accuracy98.
The implementation of CIS, TDDFT, and related methods exploits DF, and the computation
times can be reduced employing local DF tricks34 (Sect. II F).
The second-order correlation methods include CIS(D), CIS(D∞), and ADC(2), which are
the excited-state analogues of MP2 in some sense, and LR-CC2, which is the excited-state
extension of CC2 via linear response (LR) theory35,36. The corresponding SCS and SOS
variants are also available45. The implementation of the second-order approaches makes use
of the DF technique, and both disk-based and integral-direct algorithms can be executed.
The SOS variants also utilize Laplace transform for the energy denominators of double
excitation amplitudes and scale as N4, while the scaling of the other models is N5. On top
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TABLE IV: Methods implemented in Mrcc for excited electronic states.
Method References Grad.c
Abbreviation Full name/description Meth.a Imp.b
CIS configuration interaction singles 100 34 +
MCSCF multiconfigurational self-consistent field 54 57 −
TDHF time-dependent Hartree–Fock 101 34 −
TDDFT time-dependent DFT 97 34 −
TDA-TDDFT Tamm–Dancoff approximation TDDFT 98 34 −
DH-TDDFT double hybrid TDDFT 99 48 −
CIS(D) CIS with perturbative doubles 102 36 −
SCS-CIS(D) spin-component scaled CIS(D) 103,104 36,48 −
SOS-CIS(D) scaled opposite-spin CIS(D) 104 36,48 −
CIS(D∞) CIS with iterative approximate doubles 105 36 −
SCS-CIS(D∞) spin-component scaled CIS(D∞) 70 36,48 −
SOS-CIS(D∞) scaled opposite-spin CIS(D∞) 71 36,48 −
ADC(2) second-order algebraic-diagrammatic construction 106 35 −
SCS-ADC(2) spin-component scaled ADC(2) 70 35,48 −
SOS-ADC(2) scaled opposite-spin ADC(2) 71 35,48 −
LR-CC2 linear response CC2 69 36 −
LR-SCS-CC2 linear response SCS-CC2 70 36,48 −
LR-SOS-CC2 linear response SOS-CC2 71 36,48 −
LR-CCSD linear response CCSD 73 1,27 +
LR-CCSDT linear response CCSDT 74 1,27 +
LR-CCSDTQ linear response CCSDTQ 75 1,27 +
LR-CCSDTQP linear response CCSDTQP 1 1,27 +
LR-CC(n) linear response CC(n) 1 1,27 +
CISD CI singles and doubles 55 1 +
CISDT CI singles, doubles, and triples 55 1 +
CISDTQ CI singles, doubles, triples, and quadruples 55 1 +
CI(n) CI method including up to n-tuple excitations 55 1 +
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FCI full CI 55 1 +
LR-MRCCSD linear response MRCCSD 84,85 15,27 +
LR-MRCC(n) linear response MRCC(n) 15,85 15,27 +
MRCISD multireference CI singles and doubles 86 15 +
MRCI(n) multireference CI including up to n-tuple excitations 15,86 15 +
aReferences describing the methodological developments bReferences describing the
implementation in Mrcc cAvailability of analytic gradients
of the second-order wave function methods, several time-dependent DH approaches were
also implemented. Besides the previous CIS(D)-based DHs99, a special feature of Mrcc is
the availability of ADC(2)-based TDDFT-wave function composites.
Regarding the performance of the second-order methods, one should keep in mind that
the iterative methods, for valence states, yield excitation energies that are generally more
accurate than those obtained with the significantly more expensive LR-CCSD, while, for
Rydberg-type excitations, the error is considerably larger107,108. However, this problem can
be remedied to a large extent by spin-scaling109. Taking into account that, in contrast
to the other methods, ADC(2) is Hermitian, and consequently the calculation of ADC(2)
spectral intensities is considerably cheaper, ADC(2) and especially its spin-scaled variants
are recommended for spectrum calculations. The performance of the perturbative CIS(D)
model is somewhat weaker for excitation energies compared to the iterative approaches, and
the CIS(D) transition moments are only evaluated at the CIS level. The above features are
also inherited by the excited-state DH methods derived from CIS(D) and ADC(2), and we
recommend our recent SOS-ADC(2)-based composite model, which outperforms both the
second-order wave function and the TDDFT approaches48. We also note that the second-
order methods and the corresponding DHs can be accelerated by NAF, natural orbital (NO)
(Sect. II F), and local correlation techniques (Sect. II G).
Our automated programming tools were also utilized to extend the arbitrary-order single-
and multireference CC approaches to excited states invoking LR-CC theory110, which is
equivalent to the equation-of-motion (EOM) CC approach111 for excitation energies27. The
higher-order LR-CC methods are well suited for the high-accuracy calculation of spectral
properties of small molecules and also for benchmarking lower-level approaches. We note
that, at the moment, LR-CCSD calculations can only be carried out by the string-based
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algorithms. Thus, the LR-CCSD implementation is not as efficient as our ground-state
CCSD code or other hand-coded LR-CCSD/EOM-CCSD programs111. For the LR-MRCC
and for the CI methods the same remarks apply as for the parent ground-state models (see
Sect. II C).
Ground to excited-state transition moments can be evaluated with CIS, TD-HF, TDA,
TDDFT, CIS(D), ADC(2), the spin-scaled versions of the latter two methods, and arbitrary
single- and multireference LR-CC and CI methods. For the latter, excited to excited-state
transition moments can also be computed. The presently available spectral intensities in-
clude oscillator and rotator strengths both in the length and the velocity gauge. Analytic
gradients are implemented for arbitrary single- and multireference LR-CC and CI methods.
The performance of CIS, TDDFT, DH-TDDFT, and second-order wave function methods
are well documented in our recent publications34–36,48. For example, a TDDFT calculation
for the three lowest singlet states of the 38-atom lauric acid molecule using the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis (1196 AOs) and integral-direct algorithm takes 44 minutes. For 14 excited states of the
azobenzene molecule of 24 atoms the ADC(2) calculation with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set
(874 basis functions) requires 363 minutes35. The spectrum calculations with the DH-DFT
approaches are only slightly more expensive than those with the underlying second-order
correlation methods48.
To illustrate the computational requirements for LR-CC calculations, we performed LR-
CCSD, LR-CCSDT, and LR-CCSDTQ calculations for a singlet excited state of water. The
LR-CCSD excitation energy calculations required 0.02, 0.4, 4.7, and 55.8 minutes including
the time for the solution of the CCSD equations with the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ,
and cc-pV5Z bases (24, 58, 115, and 201 functions), respectively. The runtimes for LR-
CCSDT and LR-CCSDTQ are collected in Table III. The evaluation of analytic gradients
or transition moments necessitates the solution of an additional, somewhat more expensive
system of equations for the ground state and two other ones for the excited state. As a
consequence, the corresponding computation times for gradients and transition probabilities
would be roughly 3- to 4-times longer.
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E. Reduced-cost techniques for ground states
Over the years, significant effort has been devoted to speed up the various electronic
structure calculations relying on dual basis set approximations, local DF, orbital transfor-
mation techniques, compression of the auxiliary basis, and local correlation approaches. The
methods for which reduced-cost algorithms are provided are collected in Table V.
A simple cost-reducing technique for the ground-state calculations is the dual basis set
approach, which approximates the SCF energy by expanding the energy in Taylor series and
retaining only the zeroth and first order terms52. The algorithm implemented in Mrcc,
which is closely related to the method of Head-Gordon et al.112,113, starts with the solution
of the SCF equations in a small basis set, then the resulting density matrix is projected into
a large basis set, purified, and finally, a single Fock matrix is constructed and diagonalized in
the large basis to evaluate the approximate SCF energy. If the two basis sets are chosen in a
way that the small basis is a subset of the large one constructed by dropping the functions of
highest angular momentum of the large basis, the procedure results in very accurate energies
at the cost of about two SCF iterations with the large basis. The errors are still tolerable
if the truncation scheme is more aggressive. Besides the reduced computational time, the
approach also diminishes SCF convergence issues related to the linear dependencies of large
basis sets. As a demonstrative example, let us consider the DF-HF calculations of Sect. II A
for DNA2 with the dual basis set approach (see Table II). If the large (small) basis set
is chosen as aug-cc-pVDZ (cc-pVDZ), cc-pVTZ (cc-pVDZ), and cc-pVQZ (cc-pVTZ), the
speedup factors with respect to the calculations carried out solely with the large basis set
are 3.6, 3.0, and 3.2, respectively.
The local DF approximations utilize that spatially localized electron density distributions
can be expanded in a relatively small fitting basis instead of the entire auxiliary basis of
the system40,114–116. If applied to the scaling reduction of the exchange term in HF- or KS-
SCF calculations, the MOs are localized in each iteration step, and a domain of auxiliary
functions is constructed for each localized MO. The corresponding integrals of the MOs are
evaluated with this limited fitting basis thereby reducing the scaling of the SCF to cubic
(algorithm 1). Alternatively, MO-specific AO domains can also be used at the evaluation of
the exchange term, which further decreases the scaling to asymptotically linear (algorithm
2). Note that the computational costs of the Coulomb term are not affected in either
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TABLE V. Reduced-cost and reduced-scaling algorithms implemented in Mrcc.
Cost-reduction technique Methodsa References
Dual basis set RHF, UHF, ROHF, RKS, UKS, ROKS 52
Local density fitting RHF, UHF, ROHF, RKS, UKS, ROKS 28,40
CIS, TDHF, TDDFT, TDA-TDDFT 34
Natural auxiliary functions MP2, dRPA, SOSEX, CCSD(T) 33
LR-CC2 36
CIS, CIS(D), ADC(2), CIS(D∞) 35
CIS(D)- and ADC(2)-based DH-TDDFT 48
Natural orbitals CCSD, CCSD(T), CCSDT, CCSDT(Q), . . . 39
LR-CC2 36
ADC(2), CIS(D∞) 35
Combined natural orbitals– LR-CC2 36
natural auxiliary functions ADC(2), CIS(D∞) 35
Local correlation MP2, DH-DFT 40
dRPA, SOSEX 31
CCSD, CCSD(T), CCSDT, CCSDT(Q), . . . 28,37,41–43
ADC(2), CIS(D∞), LR-CC2 45
aThe cost-reduction techniques are also available for the spin-scaled versions of MP2, CIS(D),
ADC(2), CIS(D∞), and CC2.
cases, thus, the overall scaling of the SCF is cubic, or at best asymptotically quadratic.
Nevertheless, the local fitting approach drastically reduces the costs of SCF calculations.
The effect of algorithm 1 is sensible even for relatively small systems of a couple of dozens of
atoms, while algorithm 2 is recommended for considerably larger molecules: beyond at least
100 atoms if basis sets excluding diffuse functions are used, and for very large molecules of
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several hundreds of atoms if diffuse AOs are also added to the basis set.
To illustrate the efficacy of the local DF, we also performed the DF-HF calculations
reported in Sect. II A for DNA2 with the local fitting algorithms (see Table II). Using
algorithm 1, speedup factors of about 5-7 (2.2) can be achieved with the cc-pVXZ (aug-cc-
pVDZ) basis sets with respect to conventional DF-HF. The corresponding speedups with
algorithm 2 are 7-11 (2.5). The local DF algorithms also allow for SCF calculations for
very large systems. Our cutting-edge HF calculations for the lipid transfer protein (1023
atoms) with the def2-QZVP basis set (44712 AOs)43 and for the HIV-1 integrase enzyme
(2380 atoms) with the def2-TZVP basis (44035 AOs)42 are, to the best of our knowledge,
the largest HF calculations ever carried out on a single CPU.
The computational expenses of high-order correlation methods, such as CCSD(T),
CCSDT, CCSDT(Q), CCSDTQ, . . . , can be systematically reduced by orbital transfor-
mation techniques, where the MOs are subjected to an appropriate transformation, and
the resulting basis is truncated. In Mrcc, the frozen NO117 and the optimized virtual
orbital (OVO)118,119 techniques are implemented39. In the former case, the one-particle
MP2 density matrix is constructed and diagonalized, and the NOs, i.e., the eigenvectors
of the matrix, are selected considering the corresponding occupation numbers, i.e., the
eigenvalues. In the OVO approach, an overlap functional for lower-level wave functions
expanded in the full and the reduced virtual spaces is defined and maximized. There is
no remarkable difference between the performance of the MP2 NO and OVO approaches,
but because of its simplicity, the former can be recommended. Another argument in favor
of MP2 NOs is that the convergence of the energy with the truncation threshold is more
or less systematic, therefore the energies can be well extrapolated. Using the MP2 NO
approach, speedups of up to several orders of magnitude can be achieved depending on the
basis set. For instance, the CCSDTQ calculations for water with the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ,
and cc-pVQZ basis sets presented in Sect. II C can be performed 5-, 36-, and 556-times
faster, respectively (see Table III). Thanks to its efficiency, the MP2 NO technique helped
us to estimate the correlation contribution of quadruple excitations for as large molecules
as naphthalene and anthracene39. Additional benchmarks for the accuracy and efficiency of
the scheme are available in Ref. 39.
The natural auxiliary function approach is a useful tool for the cost reduction of DF
methods33. Here, virtually a singular value decomposition of the three-center integral list
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required for the approximation of the four-center ERIs is performed. The important singular
vectors are kept and interpreted as the elements of a transformed auxiliary basis. As the NAF
technique reduces the size of the auxiliary basis, those methods benefit strongly that scale
nonlinearly with the number of fitting functions. Among the methods implemented inMrcc,
dRPA and the related models fall in this category, which are quadratic in the auxiliary basis
size. For example, the dRPA calculations for DNA2 using the NAF approximation (see
Table II) are 6.6-, 2.9-, 2.3-, and 2.0-times faster with the cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ,
and cc-pVQZ basis sets, respectively, with respect to the original calculations. For further
benchmarks regarding the accuracy and efficiency of the NAF approximation, see Ref. 33.
F. Reduced-cost techniques for excited states
The local DF approximation was also extended to the CIS, TDHF, as well as hybrid
TDDFT and TDA methods. A robust algorithm for the construction of local fitting domains
for excited-state calculations was presented34. The approximation can dramatically decrease
the computation time required for the HF exchange contribution, while it is practically error-
free, and the resulting schemes scale as the third power of the system size. Our numerical
results show that average speedup factors of 2 to 4 can be attained even for molecules of
50 to 100 atoms. For example, a single calculation for the three lowest excited states of the
98-atom D21L6 dye molecule using the aug-cc-pVDZ (aug-cc-pVTZ) basis set and the PBE0
functional takes 134 (652) minutes (8-core 1.7 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2609 v4 processor, 128 GB
of main memory)34. For bigger systems of localized electronic structure, significantly larger
speedups can be gained. We also demonstrated that the approximation enables excited-
state calculations even for molecules of 1000 atoms on a single CPU with double-ζ basis sets
including diffuse functions34.
The generalization of the NAF approach to excited-state calculations is a fairly straight-
forward task as it does not use any information about the excitation. Of the excited-state
models, the NAF approximation is available for CIS, CIS(D), CIS(D∞), ADC(2), CC2,
(TDA-)TDDFT, and DH-TDDFT. On the basis of our benchmark results, with the default
threshold determined for the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, the size of the auxiliary basis can be
halved regardless of the system, while the excitation energies can be recovered within 2
meV36,48. It means that the time required for the calculations can be cut roughly by half
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since the NAF construction has only a minor overhead. For example, an ADC(2) [SOS-
ADC(2)] calculation for the lowest singlet excited states of a 36-atom flavone derivative
(1196 AOs) takes 92 (48) minutes, of which the NAF construction is only 2 minutes48. The
corresponding canonical calculation lasts 188 (86) minutes.
More significant gains could be obtained by the NO approximation, however, the choice
of the wave function to calculate the one-particle density matrix is not trivial. For this
purpose, we proposed an excited-state specific “state-averaged” density matrix which is the
average of the MP2 and CIS(D) densities36. With this approximation, the size of the virtual
space can be halved at the expense of a mean absolute error of 0.02 eV in the calculated
excitation energies for the CC2 and ADC(2) methods compared to the canonical results,
while that for the oscillator strengths is 0.001 in the case of ADC(2)35,36. The NO approach
can be effectively combined with the NAF approximation, and an average speedup of more
than an order of magnitude can be achieved using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The favorable
speedup and memory reduction enable us to perform calculations for extended molecular
systems of up to 100 atoms. For example, an ADC(2) calculation for the four lowest excited
states of the D21L6 dye molecule (98 atoms and 3412 AOs) takes 116 hours35. It is important
to emphasize that each of the elaborated approximations is robust and can be applied in a
black-box manner.
G. Local correlation methods
The methods for which local correlation approximations are available in Mrcc include
MP2, dRPA, the corresponding double-hybrid density functionals, and any CC methods
available via either the efficient, hand-coded CCSD(T) implementation or the open-ended
general-order CC programs (see Table V and Refs. 28,31,37,40–43,51). Currently only single-
reference methods built on closed-shell HF or KS determinants are released, but the re-
stricted open-shell extension of the above methods is also implemented and will be made
available in the near future. The common characteristic of our local approaches is that
correlation energies are obtained as the sum of orbital contributions evaluated in orbital-
specific MO bases (domain approximation), which approach originates from the so-called
cluster-in-molecule scheme.120 The occupied space of the domain consists of strong pair lo-
calized MOs (LMOs) having correlation energy contributions higher than a threshold (pair
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approximation), while the correlation energies of distant pairs are obtained at a multipole
approximated MP2 level40. For perturbative approaches, such as MP2 and the (T) contribu-
tion of CCSD(T), each wave function amplitude is evaluated only once without redundancy
employing effective Laplace-transform based expressions31,37,40. For iterative methods, such
as dRPA or CCSD, the amplitudes required for the domain energy evaluation interact with
all amplitudes which have occupied indices appearing in the strong pair list of the do-
main. This ensures the proper relaxation of the amplitudes with neighboring wave function
components.28,31,42 The more demanding dRPA, CCSD, CCSD(T), CCSDT, CCSDT(Q),
. . . domain calculations are accelerated using local natural orbitals (LNOs)28,42 computed
from the available domain MP2 amplitudes. This key and so far unique combination of
techniques also appears in the nomenclature of the methods: LNO-dRPA, LNO-CCSD(T),
etc. Furthermore, DF and the related NAF33 technique are employed throughout to speed
up the required integral transformation steps.
This strategy leads to asymptotically linear-scaling operation counts and asymptotically
constant memory and disk space requirements for systems of non-metallic electronic struc-
ture. The linear-scaling region has been achieved also for realistic, three-dimensional sys-
tems, for instance, for proteins containing hundreds or even a few thousands of atoms42,43.
Additionally, the independence of the domain computations can be exploited for embarrass-
ingly parallel execution and also for checkpointing, thus extensive calculations are effectively
restartable.42 By identifying the symmetry equivalent domains, speedups up to the rank of
the point group can be attained even for non-Abelian groups41,42. We have also implemented
various multi-level local correlation schemes in which high-level and environmental domains
are automatically identified via a high-level layer atom list specified by the user.51,52 With
the multi-level correlation technique more accurate methods, such as LNO-CCSD(T) or
even LNO-CCSDT(Q) can be employed for the chemically active atoms, and cost-effective
schemes, e.g., local MP2 (LMP2), can be selected for the correlation energy contribution
of the environment. For more details and applications, see Sect. II H and Refs. 51 and 52.
It is important to note that neither the multi-level local correlation nor any part of the
above local correlation algorithms rely on empirical approaches, such as bond-cutting and
capping, manual or distance-based fragment/domain determination, scaling parameters, etc.
All algorithms are completely ab initio and black box, the orbital lists are constructed auto-
matically, the approximations are governed via pre-determined thresholds and adopt to the
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complexity of the systems’ wave function.
The accuracy of the above local approximations has been extensively benchmarked for
LMP240, LNO-dRPA31, LNO-CCSD43, LNO-CCSD(T)42,43, up to LNO-CCSDT(Q)41. Com-
posite threshold combinations were also developed (Loose, Normal, Tight, etc.), which en-
able black-box convergence tests and are useful to estimate the remaining local error with
respect to the conventional reference, because of the systematic convergence of the above
local approximations. For instance, when the conventional CCSD(T) reference is available,
the mean absolute (maximum) errors of the default (Normal) LNO-CCSD(T) correlation
energy errors are 0.02–0.07% (0.08-0.15%), while Tight settings provided maximum errors
below 0.09% in every case tested so far. Our test sets included the most challenging com-
pilation of systems used for local CCSD(T) methods so far collecting 26 molecules of 30–63
atoms and employing (augmented) triple-ζ or even quadruple-ζ AO bases.42 Energy differ-
ences, such as reaction, conformation, and non-covalent interaction energies, benchmarked
against the conventional CCSD(T) reference are also excellent. The mean absolute (maxi-
mum) errors of Normal LNO-CCSD(T) were found to be 0.1-0.3 (0.6-1.0) kcal/mol, while
Tight settings provided 0.1 (0.5) kcal/mol accuracy even if LNO-CCSD(T) energies were ex-
trapolated towards the complete basis set (CBS) limit.43 In these tests, the accuracy of the
LNO-CCSD(T) scheme was found highly competitive compared to analogous alternatives.43
Independently, Paulechka and Kazakov benchmarked three reduced-cost CCSD(T) imple-
mentations against canonical CCSD(T) references and found a previous, much less optimized
version of LNO-CCSD(T) to be the most accurate and efficient when aiming at accurate
formation enthalpies.44
For more extended systems, when the conventional reference is not available, we recom-
mend to perform convergence tests in order to estimate both the local and the basis set
incompleteness (BSI) errors since, depending on the property of interest, absolute errors
might increase extensively with the system size. A sample convergence study is presented
in Fig. 1, where an intermediate step in the biosynthesis of cholesterol is considered. The
reaction was identified as highly challenging for local correlation methods121 since lanosterol
(educt) and (S)-2,3-oxidosqualene (product) are markedly different, separated by many el-
ementary steps of the net reaction; hence, one cannot rely on error compensation between
the educt and product. Even for such complicated examples the Tight results and especially
the CCSD(T) energy estimates based on the Normal and Tight values are converged to a
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FIG. 1. Left panel: isomerization of lanosterol (educt) to (S)-2,3-oxidosqualene (product). Right
panel: convergence of LNO-CCSD(T) reaction energies (kcal/mol) with the local approximation
hierarchy (Loose to very Tight), and AO basis set completeness [CBS(X,X + 1) extrapolation122
using (aug-)cc-pVXZ basis sets with X=D, T, Q, and 5]. Smaller-sized symbols and the corre-
sponding error bars represent an estimation for the converged LNO-CCSD(T) results and their
estimated local errors.43
few tenths of a kcal/mol (Fig. 1, right panel). Extensive details and more examples on the
CCSD(T) energy and local error estimates are given in Ref. 43. It is also important to high-
light the relatively slow convergence of the CCSD(T) correlation energies with the AO basis
set size. In general, we recommend the use of at least triple-ζ and quadruple-ζ basis sets in
conjunction with basis set extrapolation approaches122 for accurate CC energies. In order to
facilitate such large-scale computations, significant efforts have been invested to eliminate
all numerical issues stemming from near-linear dependencies of such basis sets when they
are employed for extended molecules. This feature is currently also a unique property of
the LNO-CC implementation.43 The convergence patterns of the local correlation energies
are found to be relatively independent of the chosen AO basis set as it is apparent also in
Fig. 1, which can be exploited for further cost reduction using composite energy expressions.
BSI corrections can be evaluated using lower level local correlation treatments or lower level
correlation methods. For instance, the triple-ζ Tight LNO-CCSD(T) energy combined with
a triple- and quadruple-ζ extrapolated Normal LMP2 BSI correction turned out to be a
particularly efficient combination123, especially if employed with the dual basis approach of
Sect. II E.
Besides the above benchmark studies, LNO-CCSD(T) has already been employed in vari-
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ous real-life applications. For example, the interaction of ATP with a hydroxyflavone deriva-
tive fluorophore124, the many-body interactions in water clusters125, the thermodynamic
properties of menthol isomers126, the reaction mechanisms of a Michael-addition reaction127,
and the curing of epoxy resins128 were studied, and accurate enthalpies of formation were
computed for organic compounds44,129.
The local correlation programs were designed to run effectively on both single CPU
workstations using multi-threaded parallelization and small to large computer clusters via
an additional multi-node parallel layer. Integral-direct, in-core, and memory-economic al-
gorithms were also implemented, which almost completely eliminate disk I/O operations up
to the LNO-CCSD(T) level and facilitate exceptionally low per-node memory-requirements.
Higher-order, e.g., LNO-CCSDT(Q) calculations still require extensive storage space and
about 2-3 orders of magnitude more operations than LNO-CCSD(T), while LMP2, especially
for large systems of above 100 atoms, runs comparably with or even faster than DF-HF.
We performed benchmarks for a system containing 90 atoms43, which plays a key role in an
organocatalytic addition reaction127. Using a single, six-core CPU, LNO-CCSD(T) calcula-
tions took 1.6 (4.6) days employing the aug-cc-pVTZ (aug-cc-pVQZ) basis set and required
only 7 (11) GBs of memory43. Since these runtimes are only about 5-6 times longer than
that of the corresponding DF-HF run, LNO-CCSD(T) has become a feasible alternative of
density functional approximations including exact exchange, and LNO-CCSD(T) calcula-
tions are usually not rate determining if employed in thermochemistry protocols including
geometry optimizations and harmonic frequency evaluations performed with density func-
tionals above rung three. To illustrate the capabilities of the current implementation, we
note that LNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5Z calculations are feasible for molecules of above 100
atoms, e.g., for the challenging systems appearing in the L7 test set130. Moreover, LNO-
CCSD(T)/def2-QZVP calculations were performed studying the ligand binding energy of
a lipid transfer protein43 containing 1023 atoms and almost 45000 AOs (see Fig. 2). Con-
sequently, especially in combination with the tools of Sect. II H, “gold standard” quality
LNO-CCSD(T) energetics can be obtained also for biochemical systems.
The scope of local correlation methods was also expanded to excited states45. A general
domain construction scheme was developed for selecting the important MOs for both the
excitation and the electron correlation, and it was combined with the NO- and NAF-based
cost reduction techniques outlined in Sect. II F. Our test calculations showed that the
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FIG. 2. Lipid transfer protein (PDB ID: 1N89)131, including 1023 atoms, a ligand of 79 atoms,
and 44712 AOs with the def2-QZVP basis set. The LNO-CCSD(T)/def2-QZVP run took 18 days
for the complex.43
additional errors originating from the local approximations are highly acceptable (2-4 meV).
Relying on this framework, local ADC(2), CIS(D∞), and CC2 methods are provided. While
the scaling of the final correlated calculations is sublinear, the rate-determining step is the
solution of the formally cubic-scaling CIS problem34. The approach is already competitive
for relatively small systems constituted of fewer than 100 atoms but also enables us to carry
out calculations for systems of up to 400 atoms using triple-ζ basis sets with diffuse functions.
For instance, a local ADC(2) calculation for the four lowest excited states of the D21L6 dye
molecule using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (cf. Sect. II F) required only 43 hours45. One of
the largest systems considered so far is the 311-atom WW-6 solar-cell dye (aug-cc-pVTZ
basis, 10604 AOs). For the lowest excited state of this molecule, the calculation took 210
hours, and the CIS part required 60% of the total wall-clock time45.
H. Multilevel methods
If one is interested in only a small part of the whole system, but the environment effects
are not negligible, further cost reduction can be achieved by utilizing multilevel approxima-
tions. In Mrcc, the simple ONIOM scheme of Morokuma and co-workers132, the projector-
based embedding (PbE) scheme of Manby and Miller133, and its Huzinaga-equation based
extension51, which is numerically very close to the original PbE, are available. Furthermore,
the mechanical and electronic embedding schemes of QM/MM can be invoked via an inter-
face to the Amber MD program53. Analytic gradients are provided for the ONIOM and
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the QM/MM approaches, while QM/MM MD simulations can be carried out with Amber.
The ONIOM method in Mrcc includes only the IMOMO (integrated MO+MO) vari-
ant, however, all the above discussed DFT and wave function-based approaches (and their
gradients, if available) can be utilized. A special feature of the implementation is that the
program copes with an arbitrary number of layers in a black-box manner as the bonds
across subsystem borders and the necessary capping atoms (in the case of covalently sepa-
rated subsystems) are automatically identified based on the localized MOs from the low-level
calculation for the real system.
The PbE approaches, which are free from capping atoms and utilize a frozen embedding
potential for the determination of the density in the region of interest, can only be utilized
for single point energy calculations with the implemented ground-state methods. Typically
a GGA functional is recommended as a low-level method and a density functional of a
higher rung or a wave function-based approach should be chosen as a high-level technique
to maximize the accuracy/cost ratio. One should keep in mind that, in these calculations,
the evaluation of the exact exchange or the correlation energy within the embedded sub-
system are the most time consuming steps. The latter can be especially demanding if one
embeds a method that scales with a higher power of the number of virtual orbitals, for
example, CCSD(T), as the system is partitioned only in the occupied MO space, but the
size of the virtual MO manifold is not reduced. The costs of the SCF calculations in the
embedded subsystem can be substantially decreased via the local density fitting algorithms
(see Sect. II E). In addition, a special feature of our PbE implementation, the use of local
correlation approaches (see Sect. II G) in the high level region, also bypasses the second
problem by truncating the virtual space. The computational costs of the PbE calculations
can be further alleviated by the dual basis set embedding approach52, where the PbE pro-
tocol is performed with a small basis set and then a large basis set is applied to calculate
a first-order correction for each of the energy terms. The use of mixed basis sets as large
basis, where a bigger basis is only employed on the atoms of the embedded subsystem, fur-
ther accelerates the dual basis set calculations and also efficiently eliminates the spurious
densities, which commonly occur in simple calculations carried out with mixed basis sets.
In the spirit of the focused models, all the above mentioned multilevel approximations
can be combined with MM to extend the IMOMO scheme into the full ONIOM approach
or to form DFT-in-DFT-in-MM and wave function-in-DFT-in-MM embeddings. Further-
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more, the previously mentioned multilevel local correlation technique can also be combined
with MM, ONIOM, or PbE. To illustrate the power of the multilevel methods, we men-
tion our QM/MM calculations presented in Ref. 52 performed with a sufficiently large QM
subsystem (571 atoms) on the biologically important methylation reaction catalyzed by
the catechol-O-methyltransferase enzyme (3420 atoms). The LNO-CCSD(T)-in-PBE-D3-
in-MM and LNO-CCSD(T)-in-LMP2-in-MM calculations required 2.83 and 3.81 days with
the cc-pVTZ basis set (12594 basis functions) and the local fitting procedure (algorithm 1)
for the SCF, which mean 2.23 and 1.65 speedups, respectively, with respect to the full LNO-
CCSD(T)-in-MM/cc-pVTZ calculation, which took 6.3 days. If an intermediate LMP2 layer
is inserted between the CC and DFT layers, i.e., the multilevel approaches are combined
as LNO-CCSD(T)-in-LMP2-in-PBE-D3-in-MM, the computational time (speedup) is 2.41
days (2.61). The simulation time can be further reduced with the dual basis approach to
1.21 days. The computational complexity of these calculations is rather high, however, the
required efforts for the input preparation are not higher than those for the typical setup of
a QM/MM calculation: basically an atom list has to be specified for each separate layer.
I. Geometry optimizations and property calculations
Optimization of molecular geometries and evaluation of first-order properties are possi-
ble with any method implemented in Mrcc for which analytic gradients are available (see
Tables I and IV). Presently, only unrestricted geometry optimizations can be performed in
redundant internal or Cartesian coordinates using the BFGS algorithm. The implemented
first-order properties include dipole, quadrupole, and octapole moments as well as the elec-
tric field at the atomic centers. Harmonic vibrational frequencies and infrared intensities
can be computed with the aforementioned methods via numerically differentiated analytic
gradients. At the frequency calculations ideal gas thermodynamic properties are also eval-
uated invoking the rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator approximation. These features can be
recommended for property calculations for bigger molecules using lower-level methods for
which efficient gradients are implemented, such as DF-HF, DFT, MP2, and DH-DFT. They
are also useful for calculating accurate properties for relatively small systems with high-level
CC approaches.
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Mrcc is also equipped with various wave function analysis tools. In addition to the
standard Mulliken and Lo¨wdin atomic charges134, partial charges can also be computed with
the promising intrinsic atomic orbital (IAO) approach135. Bond orders can be estimated
according to the definition of Mayer136, and the atomic decomposition of the SCF and
correlation energies can also be determined. The localization of MOs is possible with the
Boys137, Pipek–Mezey138, Cholesky decomposition139, and intrinsic bond orbital (IBO)135
algorithms.
A wide variety of further properties can be computed with arbitrary CC and CI methods
via the interface to the Cfour quantum chemistry suite (see also Sect. II M). Geome-
try optimizations can be performed, and practically all the first-order properties that are
implemented in Cfour, such as multipole moments, electric field gradients, etc., can be
computed19. Similar holds for the second-order properties accessible in Cfour as well.
Besides harmonic vibrational frequencies20, NMR chemical shifts20, static and frequency-
dependent electric dipole polarizabilities23, magnetizabilities and rotational g-tensors22, elec-
tronic g-tensors24, spin-spin coupling constants, and spin rotation constants have been tested
so far. The analytic Hessian code was also modified to enable the evaluation of DBOCs25.
Among higher-order properties, static and frequency-dependent electric-dipole first (gen-
eral, second-harmonic-generation, optical-rectification) hyperpolarizabilities21 and Raman
intensities26 are available. Anharmonic force fields and the related spectroscopic properties
can also be computed via numerical differentiation of analytic gradients or Hessians. These
facilities are practical for obtaining benchmark-quality properties for smaller molecules.
We note that property calculations are also possible with several types of relativistic
Hamiltonians, see Sect. II J for more details.
J. Relativistic calculations
Currently, Mrcc, in standalone mode, supports only the standard nonrelativistic Hamil-
tonian, and the consideration of relativity is only possible via the use of effective core poten-
tials (ECPs). However, the Molpro, Cfour, and Dirac interfaces enable various levels
of relativistic treatments for general (LR-)CC and CI models (see also Sect. II M)14,140.
While, with Molpro, only relativistic single-point energy calculations can be performed
with the Douglas–Kroll–Hess (DKH) Hamiltonians, several relativistic Hamiltonians are at
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our disposal, and also property calculations are possible with the latter two interfaces.
With Cfour, exact two-component (X2C) and spin-free Dirac–Coulomb (DC) calcula-
tions can be carried out. The evaluation of mass-velocity and Darwin corrections is also
possible using the density matrices computed with the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for the
iterative (LR-)CC and CI methods listed in Tables I and IV. With the latter methods, an-
alytic gradients can also be computed, and geometry optimizations and first-order property
calculations can be performed with the X2C treatment.
The general (LR-)CC and CI codes of Mrcc were also adapted for four-component calcu-
lations using Kramers-restricted Dirac–Fock orbitals and Abelian double-group symmetry14.
The necessary MO integrals can be taken over from the Dirac suite via an interface which
enables calculations with the full DC and several approximate relativistic Hamiltonians.
Single-point energy, unrelaxed first-order property, and transition moment calculations are
available with all (LR-)CC and CI methods. Numerous properties implemented in Dirac
can be evaluated, including rather exotic ones.
While the correlation calculations with the DKH, X2C, or spin-free DC Hamiltonians are
about as expensive as the corresponding nonrelativistic calculations, the full four-component
treatment is significantly more demanding. For example, the CCSDTQ calculations of
Sect. II C for water using the DC Hamiltonian require 41.0 and 344.0 minutes with the cc-
pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets, respectively. That is, the four-component relativistic calcula-
tions are 77- and 11-times slower, respectively. Unless the considered phenomenon definitely
necessitates the full four-component treatment, such calculations can only be recommended
for systems containing heavy elements or if very high accuracy is desired. Otherwise the
more economical relativistic approaches are suggested.
K. Basis sets and basis set optimization
Mrcc uses Gaussians as atomic orbital basis functions. A special feature is the handy
infrastructure for bond functions, and an experimental elliptical Gaussian code is also
available141. By default, most of the popular basis set families are provided; for instance,
Dunning’s (augmented) correlation consistent (core-)valence sets [(aug-)cc-pVXZ and (aug-
)cc-pCVXZ, X = D, T, Q, 5, 6]142,143, the Gaussian basis sets of Pople and co-workers (6-
31G*, 6-311G*, 6-31G**, 6-31++G**, . . . )144,145, the def2 Gaussian basis sets of Weigend
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and Ahlrichs (def2-SVP, def2-TZVP, def2-TZVPP, . . . )146, and the F12 (cc-pVXZ-F12, X =
D, T, Q)147 and the correlation consistent pseudo-potential (cc-pVXZ-PP and aug-cc-pVXZ-
PP, X = D, T, Q, 5)148,149 basis sets of Peterson and co-workers. For calculations employing
the DF approximation, the auxiliary bases for the Dunning- and Karlsruhe-type AO bases
are available for both Coulomb/exchange150 and correlation151,152 fitting. For heavier el-
ements various widespread ECPs are implemented including the LANL2DZ ECPs of Hay
and Wadt153, the Stuttgart–Ko¨ln ECPs for the def2 basis sets154, and the Stuttgart–Ko¨ln
multiconfiguration Dirac–Hartree–Fock-adjusted ECPs155. Further AO basis sets, auxiliary
bases, and ECPs can be obtained from the Basis Set Exchange156–158.
A flexible framework is also provided for the optimization of basis sets including not only
conventional Gaussian bases but also bond functions141. The optimization can be performed
with any method for which single-point energy calculations are available (see Table I). Both
unconstrained and constrained optimizations can be carried out. In the latter case, particular
exponents and coefficients or all parameters for a given angular momentum shell are kept
fixed during the optimization. A convenient feature is that several basis sets can also be
optimized at a time, e.g., the basis sets of two or more atoms in a molecule. In this way the
complete variational optimization of all the wave function parameters of a molecular system
can also be performed.
As Mrcc is designed for accurate electronic structure calculations, we recommend the
usage of the correlation consistent and Karlsruhe-type basis sets. The latter sets are more
economical and most adequate for DFT or low-order correlation calculations, but the former
bases should be used in high-order CC calculations. The optimization of a new basis set is
an option when, e.g., the basis set of the selected family does not exist for an element. At
the optimization, the protocols developed for the given basis set type should be followed.
L. Parallelization
All components of Mrcc support shared-memory parallelism. For larger arrays, the
linear algebra is performed by multi-threaded BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms)
and LAPACK (Linear Algebra Package) routines, and the expensive ones of the remaining
loops are also parallelized using the OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) technology. The
parallelization efficiencies for SCF and low-level correlation methods are reasonable. For
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example, the speedup factors for the DNA2 DF-HF/cc-pVTZ calculation of Sect. II A are
1.7, 3.1, and 3.8 on 2, 4, and 6 cores, respectively, and similar tendencies can be observed
for DFT and low-level approaches. The SCF algorithms, the optimized CCSD(T) program,
and the open-ended CC code also benefit from multi-node parallelization via replicated-
memory techniques. This approach enables the use of modern computer clusters consisting
of multiple compute nodes for SCF and CC calculations while also ensuring the best node-
level performance.
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FIG. 3. Multi-threaded scaling of Mrcc. The CCSD calculations were carried out on a uracil
trimer with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, the (T) correction was calculated for an (H2O)10 cluster
using the cc-pVDZ basis set, the (Q) results were obtained for a water molecule with the cc-pVTZ
basis set.
The parallel scaling of the hand-coded CCSD(T) program38 is illustrated on a uracil trimer
system using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set for the CCSD calculation and an (H2O)10 cluster
using the cc-pVDZ basis set for the (T) correction. The parallel performance of the general
CC program is demonstrated on a water molecule for the CCSDT(Q) method using the
cc-pVTZ basis set. The speedups of the CCSD calculation and the (T) and (Q) corrections
were measured on nodes containing two 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 CPUs and 100 GB of
memory. The multi-threaded and multi-node speedups, compared to the one-thread and the
one-node measurements, are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The CCSDT and other
iterative high-order CC calculations do not scale well with either the number of threads or
the number of nodes because of the large number of memory operations, the sequential disk
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FIG. 4. Multi-node scaling of Mrcc. See the caption of Fig. 3 for details of the calculations.
I/O, and the more extensive network communication. However, the CCSD code and the
most expensive perturbative corrections [(T) and (Q)] exhibit excellent strong scaling both
in multi-threaded calculations and in multi-node runs up to at least 8 compute nodes. The
perturbative corrections show an almost linear scaling with the number of nodes. The multi-
threaded speedups of the CCSD, the (T), and the (Q) calculations are between 10 and 13
corresponding to a 65−80% parallel efficiency, which is probably close to the limit achievable
with this particular hardware. The speedup and the corresponding parallel efficiency of the
the CCSD code on 8 nodes are about 6.2 and 75%. More performance benchmarks are
provided for the hand-coded DF-CCSD(T) implementation in Ref. 38.
The excellent scaling of Mrcc made it possible to determine the CCSD(T) correlation
energies of some medium sized molecules (31-43 atoms)38 with triple- and quadruple-ζ qual-
ity basis sets. These include one of the largest CCSD(T) calculations (1569 AOs) ever
published, which took about 68 hours on 224 cores of 8 CPUs. These examples illustrate
that CCSD(T)/CBS calculations can now be performed relatively routinely up to about 30
atoms using state-of-the-art implementations and a handful of modern, many-core CPUs.
M. Interfaces
While Mrcc is basically a standalone code, it was interfaced to other quantum chemistry,
MD, and molecular visualization software. These interfaces considerably broaden the capa-
bilities of our package and also facilitate the use of its special features by the users of other
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programs. The interface53 with the Amber159,160 MD program, which enables QM/MM
optimizations and MD simulations, was presented in Sect. II H and is not detailed here.
Solvation effects can be modeled by the polarizable continuum model (PCM)161 via an in-
terface to the PCMSolver library162–164. For the sake of completeness we also mention the
interfaces to the Libxc library89,90 and the dftd3 program of Grimme and co-workers91,92,
which are introduced in Sect. II B and not discussed here.
The interfaces to quantum chemistry suitesCfour165, Columbus166, Dirac167, Molpro168,
Orca169, and Psi4170 enable single-point energy calculations with the general (LR-)CC and
CI codes of Mrcc using the transformed MO integrals computed by these programs. In
addition, property calculations are also possible with Cfour, Columbus, and Dirac. The
Cfour, Molpro, Orca, and Psi4 interfaces are rather automated, and Mrcc can simply
be executed by setting the corresponding keywords in the input files of these packages.
The use of the other interfaces needs more extensive user intervention. The most versatile
interface is the one with Cfour, which allows for the computation of numerous properties
(Sect. II I) and the usage of relativistic Hamiltonians (Sect. II J). With Columbus, en-
ergy and first-order property calculations, geometry optimizations, and harmonic frequency
computations can be performed with HF and MCSCF reference functions. The detailed
description of the interface with the relativistic Dirac code can be found in Sect. II J.
For the pre- and post processing of molecular structures and wave functions, an interface
was also developed with the Molden program171. It can be used for drawing molecular
geometries, tracking geometry optimizations, and visualizing MOs, densities, and molecular
vibrations. The interface file printed in Molden format can also be processed by several
other molecular visualization packages.
N. Technicalities
Mrcc is distributed via the website www.mrcc.hu and is released at least once a year.
The website provides detailed manuals, and a forum is also established where the users can
discuss questions related to the package. For academic researchers, Mrcc is available free
of charge.
The suite is supplied as precompiled binaries, which are ready for use. Optionally, one
can also install the program from the source code, which is also accessible at our website. For
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a basic installation, a Fortran 90 and a C compiler as well as working BLAS and LAPACK
libraries are necessary. The best performance can be expected using Intel’s compilers and
Math Kernel Library (MKL). The additional programs or libraries, such as Libxc, should
be installed separately.
The usage of Mrcc is very simple: just a single input file and the execution of a driver
program are required. We also endeavored to keep the structure of the input as simple and
flexible as possible. Besides the molecular structure, only the type of the calculation and
the AO basis set are needed to be specified in a minimal input. All other parameters of the
calculation, such as convergence thresholds, auxiliary basis sets, integration grids, or trunca-
tion thresholds for low-cost methods, are automatically selected employing sensible defaults.
The molecular geometry can be specified in various formats, which are compatible to those
employed by other quantum chemistry codes. The output provides detailed information for
the user to be able to track the calculation, but the final results are always highlighted at
the end.
III. OUTLOOK
In the near future, the program development will still be influenced by our research inter-
ests, especially by our intention to develop accurate but low-cost quantum chemical methods.
Along this line, we envisage the further development of low-order scaling SCF algorithms,
distributed-memory parallel schemes for local correlation methods, analytic gradients and
properties for local correlation approaches, improved embedding models, analytic gradients
and properties for embedding methods, explicitly correlated local correlation methods, new
composite DFT-wave function models, and analytic gradients for reduced-cost ground- and
excited-state methods. Furthermore, we also plan to improve the infrastructure of our pro-
gram and implement further standard quantum chemical models. In particular, we intend
to implement improved geometry optimization and transition-state search algorithms; an-
alytic gradients for TDDFT, ADC(2), and related methods; further molecular properties;
and further solvation models; and we also plan to supplement our manual with a detailed
tutorial. These features will be available in later versions of Mrcc.
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